
What Would I Want? Sky

Animal Collective

Sky,
What do I want
Sky (What would I want, sky)
Is everything alright? 
You feelin' moany? 
You feelin' lonely? 
You're not the only
Is everything alright? 
You feelin' stormy? 
You feelin' phony? 
You're not the only

Do you get up up up? 
Clouds stop and move above me, too bad they can't help me, 
What is the right way?
Do I float up up up, and not stop and look around me? 
Grays where that color should be, what is the right way?

Old glass is clinkin' and a new order's blinkin' and I, 
I should be floatin', but I'm weighted by thinking
I got on the river, wait, can't make it change, 
But the sky gets filled up too fast and the tide seen them sayin', yo
u better,
Give me some money, stop, daydreamin' dude. 
When the thought of horizon is hiding from you, 
What would you want? sky (what do I want? sky)

Is everything alright? You feelin' lonely? 
You feelin' moldy? You're not the only
Is everything alright? You feelin' stormy? 
You feelin' foamy? You're not the only

Do you get up up up? 
Clouds stop and move above me, 
Too bad they can't help me, what Is the right way?

Do I float up up up? 
When I stop and look around me, 
Grays where that color should be, what is the right way?

Old glass is clinkin' and a, new order's blinkin' 
And a- I should be floatin', but I'm weighted by thinking
I will fly up the river that'll make me some change, 
Well the sky gets filled up too fast and the tide she kept waiting,
But, give me some money, stop, daydreaming dude, 
When the thought of horizon is hiding it's blues
What would you want,
Sky (what did I want, sky) (what would I want, sky)
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